Diagnostic development:
innovative instruments and devices

DIAGNOSTICS

Diagnostics development at
Cambridge Consultants
Tomorrow’s diagnostic instruments must combine lower cost of test with
higher accuracy and the requirement to bring testing closer to the patient.
At Cambridge Consultants, we have many years of experience developing
diagnostic instruments in partnership with diagnostic companies and
assay developers. Our unique balance of engineers, scientists and
designers, who operate a proven development process, means that we
create highly successful diagnostic products.
By developing diagnostic systems that combine both assay development
to create an accurate, specific test, and effectively engineered devices
that embrace patient and operator requirements, we improve acceptance
and maximize test robustness. In today’s competitive market, it is
increasingly important to excel in both aspects to succeed.
Our customers repeatedly come back to us because of our track record
of creating novel and competitive products. As a trusted development
partner, we nurture lasting relationships by delivering quality products
even when we are faced with the most demanding timescales.
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Over the counter
diagnostics

Our over-the-counter (OTC) developments focus on two key factors; consumer
needs and cost.
Home use devices need effective user interfaces which, when combined through
industrial design, create attractive products that are easy to use. We carry out
user studies to ensure that the products are simple to use and cannot be misused
in the home. Our experience includes not only the design of the actual devices,
but also developing intuitive instructions for use and user friendly packaging.
Cost of goods is a vital element of any product but more so for OTC devices and
our design for manufacture skills and NPV modeling capabilities ensure that we
deliver a high specification product at the lowest price.
With the world’s largest independent team of wireless expertise, we are leaders in
all the technologies needed to satisfy the current desires for connected devices
and e-Health. Our ASICs expertise means that we can develop for lower parts
count, lower cost, lower power consumption and higher reliability. We can also
complete the entire development process by including supply chain configuration
and manufacturing management.

Clearplan
On the market for over 10
years and testament to the
staying power of our designs

Clearblue
Unipath’s Clearblue is an excellent
example of our skills in integrating
precision optics into a low-cost
platform for the first ever digital
pregnancy test
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Point of Care
developments

The key factors for a successful point of care (POC) device are clinical performance
and work flow. With POC devices often competing with the central laboratory, we
believe that comparable performance is increasingly a ‘must’.
At the core of all our design work, be it in POC or other areas, is a focus on the
measurement “engine”. We have the microfluidic, optical and electronics skills to
extract the best possible signal from your assay or image and return a meaningful
result. Maintaining that performance can be a challenge for POC diagnostics; at the
design stage we consider calibration, maintenance and servicing strategies. POC
devices face real workflow challenges. First, they must be compatible with the clinical
practices that exist in the intended environment. Second, often the need for CLIAwaiver restricts how much operator manipulation can take place, and user studies and
user focused design are essential to achieving this requirement.
We have a particular expertise in ultrasound imaging, which is allied to advanced
signal processing skills, including the capture and analysis of optical images.

Clinihub
Clinihub is a low-cost, high
sensitivity POC diagnostic platform
utilising our novel TRF technology

Bayer Clinitek Status
We helped Bayer improve the reliability and ease of use of the
Clinitek, through our work on the drawer and motor assembly
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Our expertise in clinical laboratory instrument developments brings together
our skills in the other diagnostics areas, adding in our experience as
systems integrators, as well as in creating detection systems.
We bring a focus on performance, reliability and workflow. In particular we
believe that unreliability and service costs of clinical instruments can be
significantly reduced by robust design, focusing on the way the instrument
can be used, and just as importantly, misused. Our systems engineering
capability ranges from acting as the integrator of complete instruments,
to the development of specific sub-systems and modules for complex
analyzers, and the guidance of development practices of some of the largest
industry practitioners. Our detection modules sit at the heart of many
clinical laboratory instruments, where our unrivalled optical and signal
transduction expertise allows us to find results where others may not.

Clinical
laboratory
instruments

Acolyte
We completed the first
prototype of Acolyte’s
automated bacterial
infection analyser in only six
months by using our system
engineering techniques

Amersham Biosciences
We developed the InCell™ optical engine and the custom fluorescence
lifetime multiplexing technique for Amersham Biosciences
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What sets us apart?

In a nutshell, we deliver excellent solutions in shorter timescales with greater
planning accuracy. We achieve this through the combination of our team’s
expertise, our specialist know-how, and a proven design process tailored to
operate within regulatory framework.
Whilst many might make this claim, it’s an approach we have developed and
honed for over 50 years.

Best in class capabilities:
 High quality, low noise signal transduction and circuit design.
 Optical design skills backed by dedicated laboratories and modeling tools.
 Microfluidics design skills, including CAD modeling and the ability to
prototype in-house.
 Human factors engineering coupled with industrial design skills.
 A focus on the measurement engine and the modeling of system error
budgets for the entire instrument.
 A systems engineering approach, gained from experience in other high
integrity engineering applications, such as Aerospace.
 A medical software development process that produces high integrity
software with the right-first-time approach.
 Experience with clinical chemistry, including immunoassays, and molecular
biology, including nucleic acid testing.

Supported by:
 Fully equipped laboratories, including the ability to handle blood and other
biohazardous samples.
 In-house electronic production assembly facility enabling rapid and secure
prototype manufacture.
 In-house mechanical workshops with state of the art CNC machines and
rapid prototyping.
 Design for manufacture skills and a proven manufacturing transfer process.
 Rigorous ISO 13485 registered development process.
 A project and document management system that is accessible by
customers and underpins everything that we do.
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Cambridge Consultants
Cambridge Consultants is a world-class supplier of innovative
product development engineering and technology consulting.
With premises in Cambridge (UK), Boston (USA) and Singapore,
we have all the in-house skills needed to help you – from the
creation of an innovative concept right the way through to
manufacture and in-service support. Most of our projects
deliver hardware or software but we can equally help you to
optimise your capability and technology roadmap or strategy.
We’re not content just to create me-too products that make
incremental change; we specialise in helping our clients
achieve the seemingly impossible. We work with some of the
world’s largest blue-chip companies as well as with some of the
smallest, innovative start-ups who want to change the status quo
fast. Naturally, we also work for a range of government bodies
and departments.
With a team of over 400 engineers, scientists, mathematicians,
designers and consultants, backed by state-of-the-art tools,
laboratories and equipment, we offer solutions across a diverse
range of industries including medical technology, industrial and
consumer products, wireless technology, energy and, of course,
defence and security.

For further information please contact:
info@CambridgeConsultants.com

Cambridge UK

•

Boston USA

•

Singapore

www.CambridgeConsultants.com
Cambridge Consultants is part of the Altran group, a global
leader in innovation. www.Altran.com

